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Abstract
Present days mobile devices plays key role in human life. 
These devices reached a wide development by adding different 
applications as providing assistance in healthcare with the 
combination of cloud server. These types of applications will 
reduce the health care cost and provide good decision support for 
client .Unfortunately in this we have serious risk in both client 
and provider’s privacy. To provide privacy for both systems we 
are using the outsourcing decryption and key private proxy re- 
encryption. 
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I. Introduction

A. What  is Cloud Computing ?
Cloud Computing based on sharing resources over a network. It is 
a concept of data storage and shared services .Cloud computing in 
short “The Cloud” mainly focuses on Maximizing Shared resources 
and minimizing environmental damage, Power consumption, air 
conditioning. with   this multiple users can  access  single server 
to get or update data with  out purchasing different applications. It 
allows enterprises to get their applications up and running  faster 
with improved manageability and less maintenance and also it  
provides  a typical “ Pay As You Go” model by this user can pay 
for the amount of space they are using .

B. Basic concept of CAM:
Cloud computing is providing the basic characteristics such 
as low maintenance and resource sharing. Because of these 
two characteristics it became an alternative for the traditional 
technology.
Cloud providers offering a basic service for the users is data 
storage. for example the company allows its entire staff to store 
and share files by using the cloud. By using this the staff can get 
rid of local storage and maintenance but the problem raised  here  
is Confidentiality. For this purpose we use the encrypted data files 
to store in the cloud but still these are some challenging issue. 
Clients and providers privacy is at risk. 
To solve the problem we are introducing CAM  this  mainy 
includes

Branching program to reduce load and increase computation 1. 
fast.
To reduce Decryption complexity we propose Outsourcing 2. 
Decryption technique.
Key Private Proxy Reencryption scheme to increase clients 3. 
privacy and to reduce computational and communicational 
burden.

II. System Model:
Here we combined both Mobile health monitoring services 
and Cloud Computing with we are giving privacy to client and 
providers data.

Fig. 1: System Model

In this we have an example of health monitoring   we mainly have 
client, provider and semi trusted authority. client is any patient 
who want to know his/her health conditions they give their query 
in the mobile application and they send it to STA which verifies 
the query and gives some token number to the client in return. 
then it informs provider that the client is trusted one. Now come  
to provider  which gives the outcome in the form of a branching 
tree for reducing the complexity of accessing Provider stores the 
tree in cloud server but the branches of the tree are in encrypted 
form to provide security to the data.
Client can now give the token to cloud server now the server will 
execute the query and gives the output cipher text to the client. 
Only client  will have the private key using that it can decrypt the 
data and access it .  Trusted authority is mainly a pay as you go 
service by this client will pay to the provider first before using 
the application.
The project is mainly designed  to  provide  privacy to data to 
client and provider for that we are using Outsourcing decryption 
at client’s side to reduce complexity and proxy re encryption at 
provider side to increase security to the data.

III. Experimental Study: 
The health care monitoring is  important during mobile health care 
emergency with minimal privacy disclosure  in today’s world The 
query of the user will be stored in the user’s smart phone and that 
information will be transmitted to health care centers in every 5 
minis in the case of emergency and 10 min in the normal case. 
Once the information passed to the health care center, the medical 
professionals continuously monitors for the user’s query and in 
emergency cases they can send ambulances for patient.
In this paper we are giving privacy to the user’s data by using 
encryption techniques.
Every patient wants’ to hide their personnel information and 
deceases from others so in this we are providing privacy and 
security for the patients data. And for hospital Management 
also we are using encryption algorithm to encrypt medicine 
data from external sources. For that we are using key private 
proxy reencryption .This encrypts already encrypted data, and for 
decreasing the complexity of decryption we are using outsourcing 
decryption technique
By using this application patients can get their prescription 
securely from remote locations.
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A. Algorithms Used

1. Identity based Encryption
Identity Based Encryption also known as IBE is an alternative 
to public key Infrastructure which makes publicly available for 
all parties. ID based encryption is imperative primitive of ID-
based cryptography. A trusted third party called Private Key 
Generator(PKG).generates private keys .To operate the PKG first 
publishes public  key  then we uses the master private key. Public 
key can be given based on id name but private key only obtained 
to authorized users .by using this we can secure data.
The operations in this  IBE algorithm are 

(i). Setup
We use this to initializes the key server. Master key is kept secret 
used to derive user’s private keys while the system parameters 
are made public .It accepts security parameters and output. A set 
of system   parameters including message and cipher text along 
with master key.

(ii). Key Generation
It is used to generate private key for user. It  take input and returns 
private key for user. It runs by PKG algorithm to produce private 
keys.

(iii). Encrypt
It encrypts message of the user in the form of  Cipher text  which 
is in not human  understandable  form.

(iv). Decrypt
By taking private key it decrypts the message from cipher text 
format to normal human understandable text.
IBE simplifies the presses of securing sensitive communication.

B. Outsourcing Decryption
Attribute Based Encryption (ABE) is a new vision for public key  
encryption , this allows users to encrypt and decrypt messages 
based on user attributes. As more sensitive data is shared and stored 
by third-party sites in the internet , there will be a need to encrypt 
data stored at these sites. To decrease the computational complexity 
in decryption of text we use the Outsourcing Decryption. We use 
the ABE in this a client transforms his secret key to transformation 
key so that the un trusted server can use it to transform cipher 
text to original message.

IV. Modules 

A. Cloud Server
Cloud server acts as an offline storage .All data, user personal 
details and provider’s details stored in encrypted format excluding 
the age, gender and Email addresses. It provides privacy for both  
providers data and client’s data from outsider attacks.

B. Provider
It stores data on cloud in encrypted format. It also provides 
username and password for client. Provider can see all personnel 
details of client. They can add medical details and comments for 
particular client. Here there is protection for clients medical details 
from provider means provider can only see the patient’s details 
who are registered with particular health care centre.

C. Semi Trusted Authority (STA):
It can activate user and also generate tokens for user .It generates 
and sends tokens to client .By using that tokens user can execute 
their query. This is a median which only generate and send tokens. 
By the tokens only authorized user can get the result. the tokens 
which generated by this semi trusted authority acts as a private 
key for client to obtain results from provider.

D. Clients
Clients task is register with particular mobile health care centre 
.It can use different applications  but  for t hat it have to authorize 
by STA. Clients can view their details and can also give queries to 
provider. Results can be viewed by giving tokens obtained from 
STA. It will get Graph for particular results and comments from 
provider personally.

V. Conclusion
In this paper ,we design a cloud-assisted privacy preserving mobile 
health monitoring system called CAM which can effectively 
protect privacy of clients and providers .To protect clients privacy 
we used IBE algorithm . To reduce complexity in decryption we 
proposed Outsourcing Decryption and to decrease burden to the 
cloud by applying newly proposed key private proxy reencryption 
technique. 
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